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GROUP EXECUTIVE MINUTES 
5th January 2017 

 

Chairman:  Bill Bramfitt  Treasurer:  Olive Ingram             Secretary:  Angela Johnson     
GSL: Philip Harnby 
   

PRESENT: Roz Peverall, Mike Nichols, Richard Ingram, Cliff Laverick (from 7.25pm), Derek Ward, Derek Newby (from 
7.25pm) and Ian Johnson. 
 

APOLOGIES : Kath Yeomans and Paul Taylor  
 

Bill opened the meeting by thanking all for attending and wished everyone a Happy New Year. 
 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD on 3rd November – Agreed. 
 

MATTERS ARISING 
a) Christmas Meal – everyone who attended agreed that it was a very pleasant evening with good food. 
b) Flower Show – payment has been received for the November hire. 
c) Accounts 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 – Ian had noticed an anomaly when looking at the accounts. He noticed that 

there were some errors in the addition of the figures in 2014/2015 but as they were cosmetic only he only wished to 
bring the matter to the Executives attention. He offered to prove details on request. Ian and Phil agreed that the 
matter purely presentational and not material  

 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
Olive gave an update of the Group’s financial position and noted the following. According to the CAF bank statements the 
Group are being charged £5.00 per month on the current account – this also applies to the Sectional accounts. Ian queried 
whether the Group had made any decision on whether to remain at CAF or change. Phil noted that a previous meeting it 
had been suggested to leave the subject at present and review in three months. The insurance payment of £618.44 has 
been paid and £290.64 has been paid to ADT for an emergency call out (£230.00 call out fee and the balance for repairs 
and resetting the system), due to key problems. 
Bill asked if the key situation would be an ongoing issue and asked if more keys could be supplied. Derek Ward 
commented that he had attended when the system was being sorted and asked the engineer if a better system but was told 
this would cost more money; Derek Ward has since had a search and found two sets of keys for the system. The Executive 
were unhappy at the cost of the call out costs (£230.00) and asked that a strongly worded letter be sent to ADT to explain 
to ask them to explain their call charge and to advise them we are a charity organisation. The Executive also asked if an 
enquiry could be made to find out if there would be a better alternative product that would benefit the premises. Phil agreed 
to draft the letter and send on the Group’s behalf. 
Cliff noted that he had never advised the Insurance Company that the system had been installed and therefore did not 
know if this would affect the insurance quote. It was asked whether or not the agreement with ADT could be cancelled at 
any point, Phil responded by saying the agreement could be cancelled and the system removed but the Group would still 
need some kind of system installed, at present. 

a) Independent Examiner details – Mr Nigel Rae, Kensington House, 3 Kensington, Bishop Auckland, DL14 6HX 
b) Telephone Banking – Olive noted that this was all sorted  
c) Olive reminded all Sections that the Hall Levy payments are due and asked for the membership details of the 

census 2016 in order to calculate the amounts – Angela supplied the figures from the minutes (March 2016) 
 

SECTIONAL REPORTS  
Beavers 
Roz reported that the Section is running well with nearly a full Colony, there is also a waiting list for youngsters wanting to 
join. Events since November include a Halloween event at Bamboozles organised by the District, a Halloween party in the 
hall, Jet and Ben (police dogs) have visited, the Colony attended the County organised pantomime at the Gala Theatre in 
Durham to see Jack and the Beanstalk, made Christmas jars and crafts in the lead up to holidays and the Colony went 
bowling for their party.  Future events include a sleep over at the end of January and it is hoped that the Beavers will be 
able to attend a camp organised by the Cub Section in late May. Roz noted that Paul Taylor is to apply to upgrade his 
Nights Away Permit to include Beavers on his permit. 
Ian advised Roz the date for the County organised panto had been released for 2017 – it will be at the Gala Theatre in 
Durham on 3rd December 2017. 



 
Bill reminded the Section Leaders present that if they were thinking about organising an event to check with other Sections 
to ask if they needed the hall ahead of sending out notifications to parents about an event – reminder was also give to 
check with the Group Scout Leader to check for any activity especially as the Scout Centre is hired out privately for parties. 
 

Cubs 
Paul was unable to attend the meeting but had sent a report for Angela to convey. 
Paul noted that it had been busy on the lead up to Christmas, two sleep-ins had been held, Remembrance Weekend, 
where on the Saturday they had visited the Lego exhibition at the Locomotion, gone swimming and watched the new 
Jungle Book film on the evening, on the Sunday the Pack attended the Remembrance Day Service. The second sleep-in 
was the first week in December for the Regional Necker Launch at Flamingoland in North Yorkshire, twelve attended and at 
first the Leaders thought they would have difficulty in finding activities for the day after the parade of the Regional Necker – 
the day improved when the youngster went to watch the sea lion show which was very good and overall turned out to be an 
enjoyable activity. 
Before Christmas the Pack had a visit from Graeme Temby who gave them a talk about Badgers, there are plans to 
arrange a visit for the Cubs to work towards their Naturalist badge. Christmas Party time and the Pack and Leaders visited 
the cinema to watch Fantastic Beasts and where to find them. 
Cub numbers are steady at around 20, during the break the Leaders have met to plan the programme for the coming 
months and to have a night out at the Spice Lounge.  
Finally Paul noted that Cub Camp has been booked for the final bank holiday in May at Watson Centre at Carlton in 
Cleveland where plans are being made for the Beavers to attend. 
Other information Paul thought the Executive should be aware of was, Matthew Frost and himself have signed up for the 
Archery Course in February and Paul would like to ask for reimbursement of the course fees (£25.00 each), Roz and 
Matthew have signed up to complete the MIDAS training and Paul is applying for an upgrade on his Nights Away Permit to 
allow him to take Beavers away. 
Finally Paul wished to record his thanks to all the Leadership Team in Cubs and all the other Leaders and helper who have 
assisted over the last year. He commented that he thought it was one of the best years he had ever had in the Cub 
Section. 
 

Scouts 
Mike noted that during November the Troop had learnt about hypothermia and had a fitness training night, whilst in 
December they had held a joint night with the Cubs, had a free games night and for the Christmas party had taken the 
Troop ten-pin bowling. 
Future plans include a sleep over although the date originally planned has now been changed and they are planning a 
camp in March at Barrasford near Hadrian’s Wall. 
 

Explorers 
Richard noted that St George ESU had joined with St Edmund ESU for a number of joint events over recent weeks due to 
Leadership problems at St Edmunds. Activities have included a night hike, a visit to Rock Antics, ten-pin bowling and a visit 
to the cinema to see the new Star Wars film. Future events – the Leaders are hoping to plan a camp to London where they 
hope to take part in a Monopoly run, but they need plenty of takers to make it a viable proposition. 
 

GSL REPORT including Adult Training and Leadership 
Phil noted that he had been quite busy with the Beaver Colony, a number of young people have joined recently and some 
parents have agreed to complete the DBS procedure. Phil noted that he has received a number of phone calls from a 
social care home based in the Durham area who have been enquiring if the young people in their care could join. 
Phil noted that Roz is continuing to make good progress with her training and hopes to complete the remaining modules in 
due course. In relation to the MIDAS training – four from the Group are hoping to complete (Roz Peverall, Matthew Frost, 
Mike Nichols and Tony Archer from St George ESU), cost expected to be £90.00 each, Roz is co-ordinating the 
arrangements. 
 

PR and MARKETING OF THE GROUP 
a) Posters – Phil distributed six mock up posters for perusal, after discussion the Executive chose four they thought 

the best to promote the Group’s image. Phil will contact the company to arrange for these to be made up, he 
envisaged the cost to be around £220.00. A query arose around the funding since the Group has lost the Blood 
Donor funding; after discussion the Executive agreed that if the Hall levy is paid by the sections and the gift aid is 
claimed this would cover the purchase of the posters. 

 

RISK REGISTER 
Phil noted that the only item on the register was the insurance payment and the Treasurer has confirmed that this has been 
paid. 
 

HEALTH AND SAFETY including Hall Maintenance  



Phil noted that at the last Executive in November that in order to move forward with the electrics and lighting, we needed a 
certificate to confirm the electrics are in a fit and proper state – he had hoped that this would have been completed by now 
but the individual who said he could complete the certification has not made contact to arrange a convenient time. The 
Executive agreed for Phil to try once more and if not successful to go ahead and contact another contractor. 
Derek Ward offered to take this forward if Phil has no success in finding a suitable contractor. 

a) Lighting – Bill queried if the Executive had decided which level of lighting will be installed – Phil advised that the 
Executive had agreed to the top level of lighting and motion sensors to be installed in the kitchen and toilet areas. 
Gift Aid will be used to assist with the funding of this project. It was also noted that the fan in the ladies toilet needs 
replacement, a suggestion to change the taps and install push or swipe taps was also made. Derek Ward 
suggested that hand driers be installed in the toilets. Regarding the kitchen revamp the Leader at a meeting agreed 
that they did not want the kitchen revamping. A discussion regarding the kitchen suggested that cosmetic changes 
be made i.e. change the work tops to a better quality and to include a stainless steel section for food preparation, 
repainting the kitchen would also improve the look and feel. One main problem is the fridge/freezer are behind the 
door – a suggestion was made to move these and the cooker to make it more them more accessible. Derek Ward 
agreed to make contact with people who sell on individual stainless steel kitchen units (they are thoroughly cleaned 
before being reinstalled) about costs. A plan would be needed of how the Leaders would like the kitchen to look. It 
was agreed to discuss this at the next meeting in March. 

b) Heating – it had been noticed by Gary Ingham that the heating settings had been changed and the heating had 
been on in the hall more. After discussion it emerged that it may have been the Cub Section had changed the 
heating settings during a sleep over and had not changed it back. Derek Ward wondered if they system had a fault 
and asked that the situation be monitored to detect if there was a problem so that it could be rectified. 

c) Fire Protection check 2016 – Derek Ward advised this had been completed and he had the certificate. 
 

MINIBUS – Compound 
Derek Ward reported that there was no progress to report. 
 

FUNDING/GRANTS and FUNDRAISING  
Phil reported that he had not received any contact from Wilkinsons and he was hoping to hear from the Freemasons 
shortly. 
Richard Ingram advised he had contacted the Spice Lounge regarding a quiz and curry night but he had not heard 
anything, however he had met with Dave Hunter, Chris Chew and Ian before Christmas and a suggestion had been made 
about holding a quiz and curry night at the Scout Centre, which meant that more profit could go into the respective funds. 
Richard has made tentative enquiries with some colleagues from work who have agreed to help. The Executive thought 
this was a good idea and asked Richard to move forward and sort out some dates. Bill offered to assist with the quiz and 
Derek Ward thought this would help the members of the Group interact with the parents.  
 

BLOOD DONORS – Next Session 22nd December 2016 
The session on 22nd December will be the last Blood Donor to be held at the Scout Centre, a letter has been received to 
advise the organisation have secured another venue in the town free of charge and as from 2017 will be using the venue. It 
was agreed to send a letter to the Blood Donors thanking them for their support and to contact us should they need a future 
venue. The Executive offered their thanks to cleaning team, the setup team and to Bill Brown for their support during the 
time the Blood Donors have used the Scout Centre. 
Phil noted that he has been contacted by a florist who wished to use the Scout Centre for flower arranging sessions – it 
would be every other Thursday evening starting on 26th January 2017 for ten weeks between 6.00pm and 8.00pm (£30.00 
per session). Phil noted this would cause a problem for the footballers and asked Derek Newby if he would speak with the 
footballers to see if they could either start later on the Thursday evening or change the night to Wednesday. Derek Newby 
suggested that if the florist could be finished by 8.15pm he did not feel it would be a problem but he would converse with 
the others in the team. 
Cliff noted that the footballers contribute approximately £900.00 per year to Group funds and he doesn’t want them to feel 
snubbed or pushed out.  
Derek Newby returned to the meeting and asked Phil to return to the florist to confirm times and if they could be changed 
and to come back and speak with the footballers. 
 

CENSUS 
Angela advised that the census details for collation on 31st January 2017 had been issued to the Group Scout Leader with 
a need to return by 27th January 2017. Phil confirmed he had the details and issued the consent forms to all sections for 
completion and return. Ian asked for consent forms from 2016 (yellow) to be passed to him by the March meeting for Gift 
Aid purposes. 
 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Derek Newby gave the details of Durham Wildlife Trust and said they would be willing to accommodate sleepovers at Low 
Barnes Nature Reserve for any of the Sections – the details were passed to Roz – contact her for information. 
 



Next Group Executive Meeting 2nd March 2017 startin g at 7.15pm at the Scout Centre.  
 

Future meetings will be held  4th May 2017 
     6th July 2017 


